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1) Barefoot Wines has been a strong supporter 
of the LGBTQ community since 1988, so return 
the favor and gift a bottle to a woman who 
wines. ($10, TheBarrelRoom.com) 

2) From another longtime supporter comes the 
new Stoli Holiday Gift Pack which comes with 
a portable charger ($20, Stoli.com). ($35, 
ReserveBar.com) 

3) The best rugelach is in New York City. Get 
Lee Lee’s Rugelach by a Brother, the POC-
owned Harlem shop that has been a Hanukkah 
fave for decades. ($18+, LeeLeesRugelach.com)

4) Chicago’s gay-owned Epic Gourmet 
Popcorn offers Pride-themed gift sets, 
including the Coming Out Box. ($35,  
EpicPopcorn.com)  

5) Freeze-filtered eLit Vodka’s gift set 
features a bottle of vodka with a 12 oz. steel one 
of four different Matryoshka doll cocktail 
vessels. ($50, eLitVodka.com)

6) The Anti-Cookbook will inspire you to think 
more creatively about grub. ($15, Anti-
Cookbook.com)

7) Pay homage to the golden age of cool with 
Hennessy’s Oh So Classic Cocktails, on pg. 
49, with a stirring glass, bar spoon, and yep, a 
bottle of Hennessy V.S.O.P. ($50, Clos19.com)

8) The only problem with  Satori’s cannabis-
infused Wild Strawberries in Milk Chocolate on 
pg. 49 is they’re so delicious you’ll want more than 
just three! ($21, SatoriChocolates.com) 

9) Overwatch: The Official Cookbook oon 
pg. 49 is packed with over 90 recipes inspired by 
the popular LGBTQ friendly multiplayer game  
that boasts over 40 million online users.  
($35, Amazon.com) 

Our 125 Greatest  
 Holiday Gifts
That Are Cool  AF

After such a tough year, don’t we all deserve some swag?
CURATED BY THE ADVOCATE EDITORS

EPICURIOUS
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CHELSEA  
MONROE-CASSEL
From the best-selling author of World of Warcraft: 
The Official Cookbook and A Feast of Ice and Fire: 
The Official Game of Thrones Companion Cookbook

THE OFFICIAL COOKBOOK
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10) Skip the “bring a dish” for the holidays and ship ‘em the Six-Pack 
Sweet Pie Bundle from Southern Baked Pie (caramel pecan, 
chocolate chess, French coconut custard, signature buttermilk, cherry, 
and apple pies included). ($60, SouthernBakedPie.com)

11) Kafé in a Box is a super-lightweight coffee carrier that’ll replace 
all those disposable coffee cups. ($16, Amazon.com)

12) FinchBerry Soaps are so luscious you could eat them 
(but don’t). Best bet: a sampler set of eight half slices of soap. 
(Prices vary, Finchberry.com) )  

13) Daytrip CBD-infused sparkling waters each have 
10mg of CBD come in cherry, tangerine, lemon-lime, and 
coconut-pineapple, and since there’s no THC or alcohol, 
they’re great for sober gatherings. ($59 for 12-pack, 
WeAreDayTrip.com) 

14) Ruth Bader Ginsburg tells it like it is, and you can 
too with these cheeky RBG holiday greeting cards. 
($6, HeSaidSheSaid.bigcartel.com)

HOSTESS GIFTS 
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15) Stuffed Puffs S’mores Kit includes 
graham crackers and marshmallows 
stuffed with chocolate, so the chocolate 
melts while the marshmallow toasts in 
their microwave, since campfires are 
harder to do in 10-degree weather. ($14, 
StuffedPuffs.com) 

16) With Liki Trike’s high-tech design, 
they’ll be able to turn their kid’s carriage 
into multiple stages—stroller to tricycle to 
bicycle. ($250, ShopDoona.com) 

17) The Vote for Me T-shirt by Love 
Bubby is the perfect gift for the little 
candidate in your life. In sizes from 12M to 
6T. ($28, ShopLoveBubby.com)

18) Puffy the Unicorn is cute and 
cuddly. And she farts when she laughs. 
Perfect for kids and your stoner friends. 
($20, Target.com)

19) The Nighthawk Ride-On from 
Rollplay is awesome for the little thrill-
seeker in your life. Part go-kart, part 
skateboard, and 100% fun, this innovative 
Ride-On can carry up to 110 pounds at 
over 6 mph. The highly maneuverable 
Nighthawk has side handlebars and a five-
wheel design that allows riders to lean 
into quick turns while accelerator and 
brake pedals control speed. The 12-volt 
battery can be plugged into any household 
socket for easy charging and hours of 
riding. ($149, Rollplay.net) 

20) They’ll have a monster of a time on 
the slopes with the Ice Monster Snow 
Tube from Big Mouth Inc. This giant 
inflatable tube is extra durable and easy to 
inflate. The comfort grip handles ensure a 
safe, fun ride down their favorite hill, and 
has a lot more personality than the 
average tube. ($25, BigMouthInc.com) 
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21) Mattel’s Barbie brand is now so cool that it includes dolls of David 
Bowie, Sally Ride, Frida Kahlo (and other queer icons) as well as a tween 
wearing Keith Haring prints, and a new line of gender-inclusive dolls 
(with clothing and hair styles they can mix and match)! The march to 
inclusivity in fashion also includes the Curvy Barbie Fashionistas Doll and 
the Made-to-Move Doll, who uses a working wheelchair (which comes with 
a ramp, and accommodates all body types offered including tall, curvy, and 
original. Take that, Bratz! (prices vary, Mattel.com)

22) Disney Stories for 2-Year-Olds has 14 short stories with bright 
illustrations that spark the imagination. ($13, StudioFun.com)

23) Dogs dig Petness’s hemp oil dog treats, which help with 
inflammation, anxiety, pain relief, and more (our mascot loves Thrive 
baked treats). Or go fancy with Orijen’s gently freeze-dried treats with 
all-natural ingredients—including free-range poultry and wild-caught 
monkfish. ($70, Petness.com; $15+, Orijen.ca ) 

24) Giggly Goggles are super cute neoprene mask goggles for kids of all 
ages, which lets them become characters like mermaid, butterflies, or 
underwater superheroes. ($25, DaphDaph.com) 

25) Olli Ella’s See-Ya Suitcase is kid-size luggage that can be wheeled 
or carried, and a built-in elastic bands ensure that a favorite plush toy can 
come along for the ride too. ($85, US.OlliElla.com)

26) Osmo recently unveiled a myriad of fun tablet-based games for ages 3 
to 10 that encourage problem-solving, creativity, spelling, and math. Try 
the Creative Starter Kit or watch their drawings come to life with the new 
Super Studio Frozen 2. It’s like gaming that makes them smarter. ($10 to 
$100, PlayOsmo.com) KI
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27) RuPaul’s Drag 
Race Live! is 
sashaying to the stage 
at the Flamingo Las 
Vegas in January, 
joining other A-list 
Vegas residencies like 
Mariah Carey (Caesars 
Palace) and Christina Aguilera (Planet 
Hollywood). Tickets  
to this immersive, interactive, gag-
filled production features a rotating 
cast of fan favorites including Aquaria, 
Yvie Oddly, Asia O’Hara, Derrick Barry, 
and Kim Chi. ($40 and up, 
RuPaulsDragRaceLive.com) 

28) SPI Running Belts are the perfect 
way to carry phones and wallets while 
traveling. ($23, SPIBelt.com) 

29) With Swagtron’s new EB11 electric 
cruiser, a staycation may be their favorite 
trip. The classic cruiser-style frame with 
250-watt electric motor will let them go 
15 mph for over 26 miles. (If they have 
limited mobility, the EB10 has a step-
through frame design.) Both feature a 
rear-mounted lockable 36-volt Lithium-ion 
battery with USB charging port to keep 
devices powered. ($1,000, Swagtron.com) 

30) The Kingdom 6 Tent from REI is the 
ultimate shelter when they’re camping 
with a crowd. Sleeps six, is easy to set up, 
has bug-proof mesh, and a waterproof 
cover. REI gives dividends back to 
members on every purchase.  
($470, REI.com) 

31) Instagram famous luggage by Away 
comes in 12 colors, includes a built-in 
phone charger, wheels that can 360, and a 
lifetime guarantee. The Aluminum 
Edition really makes a statement. (From 
$225, AwayTravel.com)  

32) Luci offers lightweight, weather-
proof, durable, and super bright solar-
powered lights. The Luci Pro Series also 
serves as a USB charging station. ($15 and 
up, MPowerd.com) 

33) Yeti’s Rambler is a tumbler with 
double-wall vacuum insulation that will 
protect their hot, cold, or iced drink. ($35, 
Yeti.com) 

34) Roadwarez smart backpacks are 
biker-friendly bags, equipped with LED 
lighting on the back to increase visibility to 
drivers. GPS tracking and voice command 
enabled; tricks include displaying turn 

ADVENTURE
signals and braking lights, and informing 
emergency contacts if you have an accident. 
($250, Roadwarez.com) 

35) The Eager Beaver River Tube is the big 
and comfy way to stay wet and wild next 
summer. Extra-thick, heavy-duty vinyl, with 
mesh seat and built in cup holder. The perfect 
gift for the beaver-loving sunbather on your list. 
($32, BigMouthInc.com) 

36) Give the gift of yoga to a novice with  
Badass Beginners, an online tutorial led by 
renowned yoga expert Sheryl Utal. Designed 
for those who need to go at their own pace or 
prefer to learn in the privacy of their home. 
Advocate Gift Guide readers receive a $100 
discount! ($197, BossYogis.com)  
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37) Simple Vodka donates 20 meals for every 
bottle produced to help end hunger in the U.S. See, 
alcohol is a solution! ($27,  
SimpleVodka.co)  

38) Buy from Bloom Farms CBD, a woman-
owned CBD company which donates a meal to a 
California or Nevada food bank for every product 
sold. (Prices vary, BloomFarmsCBD.com) 

39) Show your Pride with Ban.do’s stylish double-
insulated stainless steel thermal tumbler with a lid 
that functions as a cup. The company’s Feel Better 
campaign promotes good mental health. ($28, 
Bando.com)  

40) Help protect pollinating honeybees with Bee 
Raw’s Holiday Varietal Honey Flight (four types 
of honey) or Winter Survival Kits (tea, honey, a 
beeswax candle, and handcrafted balm): 1 percent 
of all profits goes to the Bee Raw Save the Bees 
Fund. ($54-$72, BeeRaw.com)  

41) With the Chosen One Game, a hilarious card 
game created by Jewish comedians, 10 percent of 
purchase goes to charity. ($36, 
TheChosenOneGame.com) 

42) Reebok Classic Club C 85 Pride 
Sneakers help support LGBTQ health and 
wellness at Fenway Health. ($70, Reebok.
com) 

43) We love Legendary, Hip Dot’s limited-
edition (reef safe!) rainbow glitter palette, 
made in collaboration with queer artist Hey 
Rooney, which supports the Anti-Violence 
Project. ($30, HipDot.com)

44) Alexis Bittar’s gorgeous hand-carved Lucite 
Pride Bangle Stack is the perfect gift for the queer 
femme on your list. ($255, AlexisBittar.com)  

45) This chic little hand-thrown teapot from 
Neenineen. Made of off-white stoneware clay, 
glazed inside, raw outside, with hand-painted 
rainbow detailing on the handle. ($125, Bando.com) 

46) Under Armour’s UA HOVR SLK EVO x Pride 
sneakers are just about the coolest and comfiest 
way to show Pride. ($120, UnderArmour.com) 

47) We are obsessed with Adidas’ Ozweego 
Pride Shoes that sport a reimagined ’90s 
aesthetic. ($110, Adidas.com) 

48) This lo-fi rainbow-striped ’70s-inspired phone 
case from Casely also comes as a charger case, 
giving you double power.  
($25 and up, GetCasely.com)  

49)These handcrafted clocks made out of old vinyl 
records, CDs, and DVDs by My Vinyl Hour make 
the perfect unusual gift for anyone on your list—and 
My Vinyl Hour does custom clocks! (prices vary, 
Etsy.com/Shop/MyVinylHour) 

DO GOOD & SHOW PRIDE
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NAUGHTY 
STUFF
50) MIMIC + Plus is a sexy new curved, palm-held 
rechargeable toy (in magenta and stealth gray) that has 
an intense motor and private travel lock, and is fully 
submersible silicone for bath time play. ($135, 
ClandestineDevices.com)

51) High on Love’s sensual “adult cosmetics” make 
things fun. Try the Sensual Strawberries and 
Champagne Massage Oil or The Dark Chocolate Body 
Paint (which features luscious Belgian dark chocolate 
and hempseed oil. ($35 and up, HighOnLove.ca)

52) Tango is an inclusive new sex toy company out to 
change a business that so often creates and markets 
gender-specific toys. Tango’s first product is a butt plug. 
Why? It’s inclusive—all body shapes include an anus, 
after all. ($30, TangoWith.us)

53) Just two or three spritzes of Coco Kitty’s CBD 
Massage + Love Oil makes lovin’ fun (and it’s made 
from plant-based authentic ingredients, with scents 
derived from real fruit waters and vapor-distilled 
essential oils). ($42, CocoKittyBeauty.com)

54) Make shower time the best with Pipedream’s PDX 
Elite Hydrobator Automatic Stroker, which has a 
double open-ended design where water flows through 
the tunnel while simultaneous automated stroking 
technology gives anyone with a penis a good time. (The 
Vibrating Silicone Stimulator is also worth the $$.) 
($160, PinkCherry.com)

55) They’ll love the air down there with plusOne’s 
waterproof and budget-friendly Air Pulsing Arouser, 
designed to give “next level” orgasms through indirect 
contact. The whole plusOne line is the first adult toy line 
available at Target and Walmart! ($25, Walmart.com)
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56) The Fujifilm X-A7 mirrorless, Bluetooth-enabled 
digital camera is like having a professional 
photographer in the palm of your hand. The camera 
automatically tracks faces and eyes when your subject 
is in motion. The large 16:9 aspect ratio and the 3.5-inch 
moveable and customizable LCD touch screen make it 
easy to frame and record videos with one-touch 
settings. It also performs well in the dark, and the film 
simulation mode gives you the qualities of physical film 
in the convenience and ease of a digital camera. And 
records 4K at 30p, which means you view videos on 4K 
without cropping. You may just give up your 
smartphone’s camera forever. ($700, Fujifilm-X.com) 

57) Seville Classics’s AIRLIFT Tempered Glass 
Electric Standing Desk changes height with the push 
of a button, and it has a touch screen controller, memory 
settings for quick height adjustments, and dual USB 
ports built into the desk. Made with sleek glass top and 
steel frame construction (in white, gray, or black). Plus, 
the chic desk even has a base wide enough for an under-
desk treadmill too. ($400 SevilleClassics.com)

58) Audio-Technica’s ATH-G1 premium gaming 
headset delivers studio-quality sound and is equipped 
with a state-of-the-art, flexible (and detachable) boom 
microphone that lets you communicate with your 
fellow gamers or a streaming audience. ($169,  
Audio-Technica.com)

59) The rockstar Misfit VaporX Tech Watch, 
compatible with iPhone and Android, offers GPS, phone-
free music, Google Pay, heart rate tracking, and more. 
Plus, it’s swimproof. ($280, Misfit.com)

60) They’ll rise and shine with Wakey, the Soundcore 
high-speed wireless-charging Bluetooth bedside 
speaker. The award-winning Wakey, powered by Anker 
technology, has a fast wireless Qi charger, can set up to 
15 alarms, is FM radio or Bluetooth compatible, 
dimmable LED display, stereo sound, and 10 sleep-
inducing ambient sounds (or create your own 
soundscape using the app)—all in one cute little 
nightstand package. ($99, Soundcore.com) 

61) The GUS Portable Charging Center for Tech 
Gear is ideal for someone who works from office to 
office, indoors or out. It charges up to three 
smartphones, two tablets, a laptop, and watch all at 
once, plus it has a built-in four-port USB power strip 
and six-port AC power strip, and a peekaboo window so 
they can see the front of their phone. ($130, 
GreatUsefulStuff.com)

62) The iCaddy is a super portable mobile stand for 
tablets and smartphones that includes a USB power 
bank, charging cable, and earbuds. Invented by a 
7-year-old, it comes in 13 different patterns. ($25, 
ShopiCaddy.com)

63) Protect their laptop or 
phone while giving it a fresh 
new look with GelaSkins, 
which are easy to apply and 
remove and come in distinctive 
designs from great artists like 
Colin Thompson, Nataly 
Kukula Abramovitch, and Tara 
McPherson. The Star Wars-
inspired ones, like Boba Fett, 
are brill. (Prices vary, 
GelaSkins.com)
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64) The Galanz Retro Microwave offers a 
classic retro chrome design and modern-day 
technology. Available in 1950s Hot Rod Red and 
Vinyl Black with express cooking, defrosting, 
and 10 power levels, LED display, child safety 
lock, and a kitchen timer. ($79, Galanz.com)

65) For the first time in 30 years, vinyl records 
outsold CDs last year! Time to buy in. This slim 
and sexy little fully wireless Audio-Technica’s 
AT-LP60XBT turntable will seduce them with 
the superior sound. This model has the added 
modern convenience of Bluetooth connectivity 
but can also be used as a conventional wired 
turntable. ($149, Audio-Technica.com)

66) Ex Libris Anonymous’s awesome 
handmade, one-of-a-kind journals made from 
recycled vintage books are perfect for sketching, 
journaling, and any meeting that could use 
some camp. ($14, BookJournals.com)

67) They’ll laugh with the “Falling in Love 
With Sam” shower curtain, showcasing the 
hilarity of bisexual love triangles. ($120, 
FineArtAmerica.com)

68) Store your bread the old-fashioned way 
with Now Designs’s retro sleek red bread 
bin. ($42, Walmart.com)

69) One Day at a Time Daily List Pad is the 
organizer desk pad on pg. 57 that takes the 
stress out of work. The whole Flow series’ line 
of mindfulness-inspiring stationery is great for 
paper fans. ($13, Workman.com) 
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70) They’ll smell as witty as they feel with this fabulous 
Oscar Wilde candle set by Paddywax. ($25 for set of 
four, Paddywax.com)

71) Growing your own has never been easier with Back to 
the Roots’s first-of-its kind organic hemp growing kit. 
($50, UncommonGoods.com) 

72) Add some color and style to their dreary walls with the 
peel-and-stick Big Polka Dots from Urban Walls Decals, 
which come in 28 colors so they can mix and match for just 
the right style and flair. ($50, UWDecals.com) 

73) Inky Bud Floor Decals or these Black Checked 
Decals are the perfect way to give flooring a new look, too. 
Each pattern is custom-printed on adhesive vinyl and 
laminated for durability. ($96, MirthStudio.com) 

74) The Ultra Fit Work & Garden Gloves from 
Womanswork have soft goatskin leather palms that bend 
and mold, with lightweight and breathable spandex 
backing, and touch-screen fingertips so they can text while 
they work. ($29, Womanswork.com) 

75) The numerous scents from Anecdote Candles 
cause smiles, especially Adulting and Comfort Zone 
(apparently coffee and cedarwood offer a modern take on 
introversion). ($14 and up, AnecdoteCandles.com) 

76) This Frida Katlo indoor-outdoor pillow keeps it quirky 
without going full-blown cat lady. ($50, NakedDecor.com) 

77) Every femme likes a tea party, and this Frozen 2 
ceramic tea set by Zak! Designs is perfect for keeping 
them and their prince/princess/snowman/woodsman 
warm this winter. ($20, Target.com) 

78) In Buffy the Vampire Slayer: The Board Game 
Friends and Frenemies, Buffy solicits the help of six new 
characters in protecting Sunnydale from a bevy of baddies 
(including some new ones) in this expansion pack for the 
original board game. ($30, JascoGames.com) 

79) This Naughty Pigs Salt & Pepper Shaker Set will 
make them squeal with laughter! These two ceramic 
porcine profligates easily slide together when they’re not 
spicing up their meals. ($11, BigMouthInc.com) 

80) They can ponder the plight of the mythological Greek 
king now doomed to hold their bathroom goods with this 
Sisyphus metal diagonal toilet paper shelf. ($35, 
ArtoriDesign.com)   

81) Add some personality to their kitchen with Artori 
Design’s adorable Cat vs. Crow paper towel holder. 
($34, ArtoriDesign.com) 

82) Entertaining With Disney: Exceptional Events 
From Mickey Mouse to Moana! by party planning guru 
Amy Croushorn is the ultimate party planning guide for 
Disneyphiles. ($24, BarnesAndNoble.com) 

83) Write to Me’s Recipes Passed Down journal is the 
perfect gift for the cook in your family. ($45,  
WriteToMeShop.com) 
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84) Made in Taiwan and a hit with 
influencers, the SH-RD Protein Cream is 
made with silk protein, amino acids, 
macadamia and avocado oils, rosemary, and 
D-panthenol, to make even dry or coarse hair 
super sleek and shiny. ($12+, SHRD.us) 

85) Treat them to a little self-care with 
Leaders’s Daily Wonders Face Masks, 
including faves Breakup With Your Ex-Skin 
Cells and What Happened Last Night? ($5 
each, LeadersCosmeticsUSA.com)   

86) Ella+Mila’s vegan and animal 
cruelty-free Me collection will make their 
nails look fabulous ($55 per package of 10, 
EllaMila.com)  

87) OhMiBod’s Lovelife Krush is a 
Bluetooth-enabled activity tracker for Kegel 
exercises. ($149, OhMiBod.com)  

88) Bidets are standard all over the world, 
and the Tushy Spa bidet is an affordable, 
fun, and environmentally friendly way to keep 
it clean.  ($100, HelloTushy.com) 

89) Eco-friendly No. 2 Toilet Paper is made 
of 100 percent silky bamboo, and wrapped in 
funky paper they don’t have to hide. ($34+, 
GoNo2.com) 

90) Life Around 2 Angels’s natural bath 
bombs are a customer favorite. ($26 for a 
12- pack, LifeAround2Angels.com) 

91) Peel and stick Pain Cakes are 
convenient ice packs for all shapes and sizes. 
($30, GetPainCakes.com)

92) Unwrapped Life’s zero waste Hydrator 
Shampoo and Conditioner come in bars, not 
plastic. ($35, UnwrappedLife.com)  

93) SkinSuit Duo (lip and face sun 
protection) defends against UV, blue light, 
pollution, and free radicals. ($69, 

SkinAuthority.com)  

94) Ballsy’s Keep Your 
Jewels Jolly Kit is exactly as it 

sounds! ($45, Ballwash.com) 

95) The Revive LED Desk Lamp is the 
latest in the Wellness series from 
OttLite. Using ClearSun LED technology, it 
provides smooth, uniform light that reduces 
eyestrain and last up to 40,000 hours. ($80, 
OttLite.com)  

96) Soothe’s Calm. Cleanse. Cure. 
Holiday Gift Set features a prepaid massage 
from the Soothe app and Sootherapy Healing 
Bath Salts. ($180-$230, Shop.Soothe.com) 

97) ThinkTank brings the oxygen bar to you. 
All-natural inhalable cognitive support is 95 
percent oxygen with a hint of organic 
rosemary. ($10, BoostOxygen.com) 
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98) Chief Steam Diverter: Grandpa can 
watch Trump blow it out of his ears with this 
satirical steam diverter that fits on the 
InstaPot Lux. ($10, Amazon.com)  

99) K-Blings let them protect, collect, and 
personalize their cables and cords. The Rick 
and Morty and Harry Potter sets are awesome. 
($10, Amazon.com)  

100) Monster Crackers’s nonconforming 
Halloween-meets-Christmas holiday 
ornaments. ($20, MonsterCrackers.com) 

101) This tiny Magic 8 Ball  offers quick 
feedback from the universe. ($6, MattelGames.
com) 

102) Micro Tetris: The favorite arcade game 
in a pocket-size. ($20, Amazon.com) 

103) The George Takei Fortune Telling 
Button brings holiday humor with over 20 
exclusive quick, hilarious, and sometimes 
sarcastic bits of advice from the gay icon. ($7, 
BigMouthInc.com) 

104) The Handmaid’s Tale Journal 
features iconic graphics and memorable 
quotes from the TV series (“Nolite Te 
Bastardes Carborundorum”). ($19, 
BarnesAndNoble.com)

105) One of Kickstarter’s 50 most-backed 
projects of all time, Unstable Unicorns is a 
cute, LGBTQ-friendly strategic card game 
about destruction and unicorns. ($20, 
TeeTurtle.com) 

106) They’ll watch the ladies of Litchfield 
deal with the aftermath of last season’s family 
feud turned gang war, with Orange Is the 
New Black Season 6 Blu-Ray. ($20, Amazon.
com) 

107) Got a friend with a birthday over the 
holidays? Cannabis Birthjays (which you fill 
with any legal substance that burns) will light 
up a party. ($15 5-pack, Birthjays.com)  
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108) The 
Shameless 
Bag from WeDú 
by Coréon Dú is a 
limited-edition work of 
art by from an award-winning 
multidisciplinary gay African artist. 
(We love his gender-fluid fashion and trans 
models too!) ($320, WeDu.la) 

109) Hand-painted Dutch floral boxer briefs 
from Skull & Bones let ’em look sexy and 
sophisticated. ($28 SkullAndBones.com)

110) This Eone Watch lets the wearer tell time by 
touch or sight, perfect for sight-impaired. Two ball 
bearings (one for the minute and one for the hour) 
travel around the watch face in separate, recessed 
tracks. ($285, Eone-Time.com) 

111) She Knew She Could Power Pocket Socks 
have pockets and words of encouragement. ($10, 
SheKnewSheCould.com) 

112) Even if you eschew leather, you deserve to 
stut with lesbian fave Arcopedico’s vegan L19 
boots. ($125, ArcopedicoUSA.com)  

113) Queer jewelry maker Rory Rockmore has a 
huge LGBTQ following (including Kim Petras, 
Jamie Clayton, Laith Ashley, David LaChapelle, 
and Brooke Candy) and will gain more with these 
Pearl Drip Cash Earrings and new They/Them 
14K gold nameplates (pictured on pg. 63).($60 
and up, RoryRockmore.com) 

114) We heart Phluid Project’s cool Tuxedo 
Shirt with subtle graphics that repeat “clothing 
has no gender.” ($118, ThePhluidProject.com) 

115) The Island Leaf reversible designer 
Magnetie by Corso is truly revolutionary. It’s 
magnetized, keeping the tie perfectly in place and 
eliminating the need for loops or pins. ($60, 
TheMagnetie.com) 

116) See the socks on the guy on pg. 63?  Nope, 
because they’re Invisasox. ($14, Invisasox.com) 

117) Open To All member Kate Spade’s candid 
metallic croc embossed camera bag in gunmetal 
or faux fur coat (both pictured on pg. 63). ($300+, 
(KateSpade.com) 

118) It’s cold outside, so wrap up with a Know It 
All Scarf by Laetly. ($75, Laetly.com) 

119) Spain’s Qüero shoes are renowned for their 
comfort, style, and quality. Butch it up with the 
sexy, rugged, and ergonomic Kimball Leather 
Boot or get your prep on in blue suede Madisons. 
($245, QueroHMS.com) 
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GEEK OUT

120) Prince fan on your list? When 
Doves Craft: 10 Projects Inspired by 
The Artist celebrates the late legend’s 
10 biggest hits with step-by-step 
projects. ($18, BarnesAndNoble.com) 

121)  Never Boring, a Freddie 
Mercury boxed set is the gift of the 
year. It includes the bisexual rock 
god’s finest music, visuals, and 
written and spoken words. Three 
CDs with a total of 32 tracks, a Blu-
ray and DVD with 13 promo videos 
and interviews, a 120-page hardback 
book full of photos (some previously 
unpublished) as well as quotes and 
musings from Freddie himself, and 
an introduction from Rami Malek, 
who earned an Oscar for his 
portrayal of the late icon in 
Bohemian Rhapsody. ($96, 
QueenOnlineStore.com) 

122) The Vibrating Sloth Plush 
Chair from Smoko is a compact 
cushion-like seatback made with soft 
fleece that fits on any couch or sofa. 
The battery-powered vibration melts 
away stress. ($40, SmokoNow.com) 
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123) Faith “Zephyr” Herbert 
is a fat, empowered woman 
kicking ass. A journalist by 
day, the hefty superhero 
regularly saves the nation in 
the graphic comic series 
Faith from Valiant Comics. 
Any issue rocks.  ($4, 
ValiantEntertainment.com)  

124) Ozzy Osbourne’s 
career-spanning See You 
on the Other Side boxed set 
includes 16 albums on 24 
vinyl records from the 
Grammy-winning singer and 
America’s heavy metal icon 
slash PFLAG dad. The first 
definitive vinyl collection of 
all his original solo material 
(173 songs) also offers 10 
posters, 12 augmented reality 
experiences, and more. ($500, 
LegacyRecordings.com)  

125) The best-selling holiday 
storybook A Die Hard 
Christmas is now an 
adorable gift set. Based on 
the hit ’80s Christmas action 
film, it includes a plush toy of 
hero John McClane and the 
illustrated adult storybook. 
($25 BarnesAndNoble.com)
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WHY TO CONSIDER “MADE IN TAIWAN”

Many products are manufactured in China, a 
country that isn’t quite evolved on LGBTQ 
rights. It  might be time to start shopping its 
LGBTQ-affirming island neighbor instead. 
Taiwan, often regarded as the most liberal 
East Asian country, became the first Asian 
nation to legalize same-sex marriage earlier 
this year. Plus: Its Pride parade is the largest 
in East Asia.

WHY TO SHOP “OPEN TO ALL”

Feel good when you shop at stores that have 
signed on to the “Open to All” initiative, a 
pledge among business owners to adhere to 
an antidiscrimination policy for employees 
and the customers they serve. Hundreds of 
companies are now involved in the LGBTQ 
initiative started by the Movement 
Advancement Project, including Michaels 
(the largest craft store in the nation—take 
that, Hobby Lobby!), Nike, Ben & Jerry’s, 
Coach, Kate Spade (coat & bag left) Ralph 
Lauren, Gap, Old Navy, Levi Strauss & Co., 
Airbnb, Marriott, andt hundreds more small 
businesses nationwide. (OpenToAll.com) 
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130) If you’re worried about vaping, 
LA’s innovative Puffco offers a smart 
dab rig, the Peak, that everyone loves. It 
unlocks the real power of concentrates 
and offers better potency, flavor, and 
effects without any vape oil or cutting 
agents. Plus, the sleek Peak is travel-
friendly. ($380, Puffco.com) 

131) Lazarus Natural’s French 
vanilla mocha-flavored high-potency 
tincture combines vanilla, coffee, and 
hemp extracts in a full-spectrum CBD 
oil. Plus, they offer 60% off to veterans, 
individuals on long-term disability, and 
low-income households ($32+, 
LazarusNaturals.com) 

132) Social CBD uses a world-class 
lab to ensure purity, and with gel 
capsules, oil drops, and topicals, there’s 
something for everyone (including bacon-
flavored treats for your fur babies). ($35+, 
TheSocialCBD.com)  

133) Make & Mary Turmeric Ginger 
roll-on is an anti-inflammatory, 
antioxidant topical CBD oil that can 
help relieve arthritis, muscle tension, 
cramps, and headaches. ($42, 
MakeAndMary.com) 

134) Movement Oils were the first to 
combine CBD with essential oils. Wake 
with Control (relaxes muscles, boosts 
mood, and helps with cognitive function) 
or sleep with Tranquil—or get the six-
pack sampler. ($50+, MovementOils.
com)    

135) The Evri Starter Pack by Dip 
Devices allows them to vape without 
fear of contaminants. The innovative 
concentrate eliminates the vitamin E 
and other cutting agents. The magnetic 
battery connects to other attachments 
sold separately. Dip Devices also has a 
Rainbow Dipper initiative for the Trevor 
Project with testimonials in a small 
documentary featuring members of the 
LQBTQIA+ community, making this a 
do-good purchase, too.  ($70, 
DipDevices.com)  

136) Care by Design produces some 
of the purest medicinal CBD oil drops, 
capsules, and topicals from Northern 
California-grown cannabis. Its online 
tool lets you enter symptoms you want 
to treat for recommendations before 
you buy. (Prices vary, CBD.org) 

137) These organic CBD Bath Bombs 
are 100 percent plant-based and vegan. 
Utilizing the “superpowers” of bark 
extracts tepezcohuite and quillaja, these 
bombs will soothe sore muscles and 
pamper your skin. ($14 to $20, 
LifeElements.com)  
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